Take some input monochromatic wave
Take the phase conjugate over space only
Take a paraxial forward propagating wave
Expressed as:
Obeys the wave equation:
In the paraxial limit:
Had we taken a backward propagating wave
∂ψ 2 ∂z = 0 Same second order linear differential equations for loss-less media Two waves mix to generate a third one
Second Harmonic Generation, Optical Parametric Amplification, Optical Parametric Oscillation. . .
Third order
Relies on χ 3 : P NL ∝ E 3 Three waves mix to generate a fourth one
Phase conjugation for ω 4 = ω 1 + ω 2 − ω 3 ? Let's see. . .
General polarization development
Degenerate Four wave mixing :
Degenerate configuration
A 1 = A 2 intense plane pumps A 3 is the signal We seek A 4
Non Linear Medium
Let us start with the standard non linear wave equation
Signal A 3 propagation Each wave has its own direction and polarization They can be treated separately
Evaluation of the non linear polarization P NL Let us take a look at the terms which involve e i(ωt±kz)
Keeping only the relevant terms which contain e i(ωt±kz)
Expansion of third order non linear polarization
Simplifying assumptions
Intense pump beam terms are dominant Polarizations are either all the same, only
Coupled wave equation resulting of P NL
Further simplification Homogeneous refraction index modulation : Kerr effect
Simple phase factor change Remove it from equation
Simplified coupling equations
∂A 4 ∂z = iκA 3 obtained through the same kind of derivation A 3 is forward propagating A 4 is backward propagating
Reflectivity can exceed 1
Reflectivity can exceed 1 
